You said...
Vehicle Related ASB in Palgrave.
Issues with parking in Church Street, Eye.

We did...
Our South Norfolk colleagues seized offenders vehicles
Issued Parking notices to parents who had parked inconsiderately

Responding to issues in your community
Palgrave Community Speed Watch is up and running.
Regular patrols have been carried out in ASB “hot spots”, identified by the local community. As a result there has been a decrease in ASB related calls received.
Our safety camera team have been conducting speed checks across the area including Metfield where there has been recent concern over speeding motorists.

Making the community safer
A male has been charged with drink driving after being stopped by colleagues from the Special Constabulary in Eye town centre.
Pc Peck has joined the team and is now the local community Police Constable for the Eye Safer Neighbourhood Team.

Preventing, reducing and solving crime and ASB
A Community Protection Warning Notice has been issued to an individual.
Another individual has been referred for mediation as an intervention to educate him regarding his behaviour.
A male has been charged with two offences following an altercation in Eye Town Centre.

This SNT covers the following parishes

Inspector Mark Jackson

Future events
Officers from the SNT will be attending a careers event for year 10 and 11’s at Stradbroke High School, offering advice on recruitment into the service.
Eye SNT are hoping to utilise Twitter to keep local residents informed of current events. We are trying to come up with a suitable #Tag so our Tweets can be easily found. If you have any suggestions Tweet @HalesworthPolice

SNT Officers will be working proactive late shifts for Halloween and the Guy Fawkes Bonfire night period so that people can feel safe and enjoy their evenings. We will be working with local schools and retail stores around promoting good behaviour.